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Votes at the beginning of the chapter are glad that Ender defeated the Giant. they decide that he has fully reached his potential as a Launchie, and has defeated all the obstacles they have put in his way. In the story, Alai tells Ender that he finally understood how Ender sent a message from Bernard, which undermines
Bernard's power. Alai also noticed that Ender had created a security system. When they return to the barracks so Ender can give it to Alaa, Ender waits for a piece of paper. He was transferred to Salamander's army, effective immediately. Before leaving their barracks, he and Alai share a moment of true friendship, in
which Alai kisses Ender's cheek and whispers with reverence, Salaam. Whatever that meant for Alai, Ender knew it was sacred; that he had revealed himself to Ender... Chapter 7, pg 70 Ender, furious, goes to the game room and tries to play a fantasy game. He, in a fit of anger, is able to win a particularly difficult
situation in the game, and he arrives at a place called the End of the World. Then the game shuts down and he has to report to his new home. On arrival, he meets Peter Arkanian and Bonzo Madrid. Petra quickly shows himself to be an outcal of the group, being the only girl in the army (and one of the few in the combat
school) and a very vocal critic of Bonzo. Bonzo (pronounced As Bone-so) is a quiet, albeit angry, commander who is very unhappy with the placement of the ender there. Petra makes a snide comment, and the commander strikes her. Bonzo then tells Ender to be prepared to do nothing and be ready to be traded to
another team. Petra approaches Ender later. She offers to help Ender by teaching him the basics of the army in the combat room in his spare time. Later Ender learns that Bonzo makes different rules for Petra and the boys. Ender was already thinking little about Bonzo: It was stupid ... It distinguished her, did it
differently, split the army... Chapter 7, pg 81 Ender decided that he would be the best commander. In the bathroom, Ender was teased for his size. When he comes out, the older student says: It's Wiggin. You know that smartass launchie from the game room. Chapter 7, pg 81 Ender has his first lesson with Petra the next
day where he learns two things: 1) Petra is one of the best shooters in the entire game; and 2) ... adult enemies, not other armies. They don't tell us the truth. Chapter 7, pg 82 Officers hide from students some truths about the battle school (including the gravitational generation), and few students remember it. In
command practice, Ender watches Bonzo drill his army with formations, and realizes that although he is not experienced enough to fight them, the army's strategy is too dependent on the Commander. That night he decides to use his free playing time to return to his old barracks and start training with his starting group.
When he in Salamander's barracks, he encounters Bonzo, who orders him not to practice. Ender asks to visit a private conference with his commander and tells Bonzo that he is not authorized to give the order. Bonzo's anger was fervent. Hot anger was bad. Ender's anger was cold, and he could use it. Bonzo was hot,
so he used it. Chapter 7, pg 87 Bonzo realizes, through his anger, that Ender is right. Ender then rubs salt into Bonzo's wound, allowing Bonzo to maintain his dignity with the army-ender tells Bonzo: If you want, I'll pretend you won that argument. Then tomorrow you can tell me that you have changed your mind .
Chapter 7, pg 87 Bonzo angrily follows Ender's advice. Later Salamander has a fight and Ender, as ordered, does not fight. He sees Bonzo's weak strategy and begins to figure out the best. Condor's army narrowly defeated Salamander because of Bonzo's strategy, and Ender noticed the discipline created by the Bonzo
system. However, the other boys were disappointed that Ender did not obey orders. Ender replied that he followed orders, and bonzo later repeated the order, which Ender considered stupid. Ender followed orders for some time, and noted Salamander's shortcomings from the outside, although he also noted that
Salamander was indeed very good. He was at the top of the leadership board because he had the best performance of all students. Over time, Ender silently celebrated his seventh birthday. Ender appeared in his fourth game and ended up facing the same situation as the first one-on-one team defeated Salamander, or
so they thought. Ender pulled out a gun and fired enough enemy soldiers to create a dead end. Bonzo was furious that Ender's idea once again preserved a face for Bonzo's reputation. That evening Ender was finally traded to the Rat Army. Ender was released, but Bonzo had one clarification shot- he hit Ender and
loudly said that no soldier should ever disobey the commander. Ender, for Petra's sake, finished extra training with her. Tracking Theme: Excellence 8 Tracking Theme: Isolation 7 Theme Tracking Game 4 Theme Tracking: Anger 5 Theme Tracking: Anger 6 Chapter 7Two Adult Voices, Graff and General Levy, discuss
Ender once again. The general is not sure they want a boy who will dig into the giant's eyes, but Graff points out that the important thing is that he won a game that can't be won. They decide to promote him from the starting group ahead of their time. They also note that children seem less like children and more like a
story. Napoleon and Wellington. Caesar and Brutus. Over dinner, Alai and Ender discuss Ender's ability to manipulate table security. Ender agrees to help Alai with his desk, but when they return to the barracks, Ender discovers that he has been transferred to Salamander's army. He because he's been promoted, now
that he has a true friend. He hugs Alai almost as if he were and Alai whispers salam and kisses him on the cheek. Ender appreciates the tenderness and feeling that a kiss and a word is somehow sacred to his friend. On the way to Salamander Ender visits the game hall to play the game of reason. He starts in Fayland
and finds himself in a playground surrounded by children. They laugh and taunt him, and when he leaves the playground and wanders into the woods, they follow him, turn into wolves and kill him. Ender believes that he needs to drown them one by one to move on. This brings him to the door to the End of the World. The
door opens to the rock, and Ender notices the beauty around him. Surrounded by such perfection, he does not care whether he dies or not in the game, so he jumps off a cliff. The cloud catches him and takes him to a room in the castle with no visible exit other than the windows that go beyond, of course, the fatal fall.
The snake says: I'm your only escape. Death is your only escape. At this point, Ender's screen tells him he's late for the Salamander Army. In Salamander, he is bullied for being so small, and only Petra Arkanian is friendly, even though he was preceded by his reputation. His commander, Bonzo Madrid, has beautiful
black eyes and thin lips, but Bonzo will not allow him to participate in any battles or practices, fearing that Ender will damage The good track record of Salamander. When Petra mocks him, saying: He has all his heart, Bonzo slaps her in the face, leaving drops of blood where his nails cut her. Petra proposes to teach
Ender what he should know as a soldier in the battle room in his spare time. Ender accepts and thanks her; she will be his friend. When Ender meets Petra outside the fight room after breakfast the next day, they talk about the mechanics of the battle rooms and the fact that the teachers don't tell the children everything.
The realization that teachers lie about certain things leads Ender to the conclusion that other armies and other children are not the real enemy; Teachers. Petra teaches Ender to shoot. In the battle room Ender learns, watching Bonzo and the soldiers. He learns how to Bonzo command, learn what to do and what to do
differently. He also considers the formation of toons, subgroups of soldiers in the army (usually in groups of ten with one leader): toons are too formal, too rehearsed, while more fluidity will give them an advantage. That night, Ender returns to his old Launchie barracks to get his younger friends to practice with him. He
teaches them techniques from armies and practices his new skills. Bonzo disapproves, but technically can't do anything, so they come to understand in Favor of Ender, but one that saves a face for Bonzo in front of other soldiers. Ender ineptly watches Salamander's battle with Condor, although the game is fairly even.
He discovers that the most obvious and useful orientation in zero gravity is to consider the enemy's gate as downward, and he maintains this orientation throughout the rest of the novel. In itself, this idea gives him an advantage. In battle, he is shot and he instinctively pulls his legs up to make sure that only his feet
freeze. So most of his body remains mobile and he is only hammered as damaged. The game is so close that Ender could have given Salamander a draw if he had been allowed to take part. Ender continues to train with Petra and observes two more battles. On his birthday, he remembers the house and Valentine,
becoming extremely homesick for the night. The next morning, in the battle with the Leopard (under paul Slattery), Ender notes some of Paul's good ideas, such as the constant movement of his army. Ender pretend to be frozen, and eventually he breaks his orders, shoots a few leopards, and forces a draw. Bonzo
traded him to the Rat Army, led by Rose de Nose, although Ender usually topped the standings of individual players. Bonzo also slaps him the face and socks him in the stomach. Ender tells Petra that they can no longer practice together by leaving and signing up for a self-defense class in case Bonzo or someone else
tries to beat him. Chapter 8Sing between Major Anderson and Graff. Graff tells Anderson to think of all possible ways to change combat - unfair star positioning, uneven force, late notice - to force Ender to become the best commander he can be in no time. Anderson worries that changing the battle room will destroy the
entire school, so Ender better be one. Graff points out, however, that if it's not Ender, there won't be an adequate commander when their fleet arrives at bugger homeworlds. Major Anderson threatens to tell the hegemon and Strategos what Graff does, but he softens. Ender arrives at the rat's erratic barracks. Rosa de
Nos is Jewish, and because of the superstition that Jewish generals never lose a war, Rose has an attitude. Rose only has three rules: Do what I tell you, and don't pee in bed. The third rule is that winning every game is the most important thing. Rose encourages him by ordering him not to practice with his Launchie
group or to use his desk until he has frozen two enemy soldiers in the same battle. Again, Ender's reputation preceded him; Dink Meeker chose him for Dink's tone in Rose's army. Dink tells Ender to ignore Rose's orders; his toon works independently of the Rose teams anyway. Rose is surprised to learn that Ender's
high individual score is linked to Bonzo's limitations, which kept Ender unfrozen but out of the fight. He tells Ender, You are not only short and incompetent, but also In his first battle, Rose tells Ender to jump through as soon as the door opens and go straight to the enemy's gate. Ender freezes several army centipedes
soldiers before becoming disabled. This success leads to a new strategy throughout the school: instant appearance in the room. As Ender joins the fighting, his position drops to fourth place, but soon he learns enough to make it back to first place. One day Ender talks to Dink, and Dink notes his own realization that
teachers are enemies. Dink also explains that he read old books about normal children that showed him that boys at combat school are not normal. Children are not in armies, they are not commanders, they do not rule over forty other children, it is more than anyone can take and do not go crazy. Dink notes that no one
there ever cries or talks about the house. For Ender, some of the other students seem to be the enemy. Some commanders suggest that The Launchies who practice with Ender will be blackballed, and those who practice with him get bullied. The remaining starts in training are against the older boys, who start the fight in
the battle room. Ender's hand-wringing combat training helps him cope well. Ender returns to his desk to play a fantasy game. In the room in the tower, he sees the snake again and grabs it. He finds a mirror, but when he looks, he sees Peter's face with a blood drop down his chin and the snake's tail protruding from the
corner of his mouth. Ender is startled and tries to move or break the mirror. Finally he throws the snake in the mirror and smashes it, but dozens of tiny snakes come out and bit Ender, killing him. Ender is giving up for now. The next day, several commanders prepare Ender for his additional practice. They agree to defend
his sessions and students. That night, 45 boys showed up instead of the usual 12. Ender dreams of mind games and is dismayed that the computer knows so much about it. He insists that the game tells a dirty lie. I'm not Peter. I have no murder in my heart. Ender's biggest fear is that he is a killer, and he believes that
what makes teachers and generals like him so much that in addition to his skills, they need a killer for bugger wars. AnalysisEnder believes that Alai's whispering words to Salam, and his kiss on Ender's cheek, may be part of some banned or repressed religion. Ender recalls the only time anyone was so sensitive to him
was when his mother prayed for him when he was a child. The word Salaam literally means peace, but in this book it is used in a special context, offering tenderness between two best friends. Although Ender does not know what the word means, he understands its importance to Alai, and he sees its importance to their
friendship. It was what Alay had given him, but he was a gift so sacred that even can't be allowed what it meant. Ender believes that after something so sacred, nothing can be said, so the two best friends share the view of understanding, and then Ender leaves. This moment, like Ender's departure from Valentine's, is
one of the most heartbreaking scenes in the book. Ender and Alai, for the moment, share a deep friendship, and it is a shame that Ender is made so independent that he will not be able to maintain friendship later. In place of Alai, but in a much smaller quality relationship, Ender becomes friends with Petra. Ender and
Petra also train together, and their friendship tends to be more important. Throughout the novel Ender tries to escape violence, but always eventually gets dragged back in. The computer forces him to kill them somewhat horribly to continue, and Ender performs rather than abandon the game. This model is, in a sense,
just like the asshole of war; In war, Ender must use violence to kill buggers, even if he hates to fight. At this point, the computer provides scenarios that no other student has encountered. This part of the game is exclusively Ender's game, and the characters in the game directly reflect Ender's life and mind. Ender really is



in the End of the World in that the future of humanity seems to be resting on it. Ender is ready to jump into the abyss, but he does it without hope to survive; He is happy with the beauty and ready to see what happens. In the asshole war and some of the battles, Ender must be ready to jump down and do his best
regardless of the usual rules. In the castle Ender refuses to accept the snake's claim that death is his only escape. He ran before, without death, and he will continue to fight on. When Ender first goes to his new barracks, he ponders whether, after finding a way out of the tower, the end of the world means that he can
simply live a normal life in one of the villages he could see below. He realizes that he has never just lived and he wants to try. It is very sad that such a boy, not quite seven years old, has never had a normal life and probably never will. But again, it is the soldier's choice: he is a foregone conclusion of inner calm to be a
tool of society and to serve greater good. Ender continues to remember his starting group, to train with them in his spare time. Although Launchies are so mature that they are so young, Ender extends them beyond what adults have realized they are capable of achieving. Ender can teach him what Peter taught him, but
he also teaches what he has learned on his own initiative. Those who train with Ender have an advantage. In Chapter 8, we learn for the first time that people will invade the asshole of home worlds, not the other way around. Now we see that Ender needs to be turned into an aggressive, attacking commander, not just
defensive. All civilians assume that the next war with the asshole will be another invasion of Earth, but the officers of the International Navy know otherwise. This is yet another example that supports Ender's belief that teachers are enemies; they never tell the children the whole story. Dink Meeker is as important to
Ender's development as Peter. Dink's recognition of Ender's talent is important because his abilities are supported by his immediate superior. Dink not only allows Ender to participate in battles, but also uses Ender's ideas and tactics to teach his toon new strategies. Dink is unusually willing to let the younger boy
contribute to his battle plan; he recognizes Ender's value, and he often studies Ender's practices with his starts to get new ideas. Thus, Dink not only becomes a friend and mentor to Ender, but also becomes one of Ender's followers. This relationship will be extremely important later in the novel as a teacher build Ander's
team to command his fleet. Dink is also an important character because he is the only one in the fighting school who talks to Ender about life at home. This conversation becomes an outlet for Ender to miss Valentine. Dink also expresses important facts about the fighting school as the fact that no one ever cries and that
almost everyone is crazy. He is willing to discuss his frustration with the school's installation, and his distrust of teachers closely mirrors Ender. Dink understands the situation, refusing to become a commander. Ender, on the other hand, believes that Dink should become a commander to change the way we think. Dink
also reveals what he thought more broadly, telling Ender: Look, Ender, if the asshole came back for us, they'd be here. They don't invade anymore. We beat them, and they left. He suggests that the only reason the AIF claims there will still be a war with the asshole is to stay in power - it's the classic manipulation of the
population through fear - but Ender disagrees. Ender decides: The asshole were real. The threat was real. And while Ender is right that the asshole is still there, Dink is right in saying that buggers don't plan to invade humanity again. One of the most important results of the conversation, however, is that he plants an
extra seed of doubt in Ender's mind. He will listen more closely to what people had in mind rather than what they said. It made him wise. He's already been discounting what people are saying in favor of determining what they actually value, but he's starting to do it on a broader, more strategic level. Chapter 8 ends
Ender's question to himself: What difference does it make if I hate the part of me that you most need? What difference does it make that when the little snakes killed me in the game, I agreed with them and was glad - it's a terrible question for a seven-year-old child. Teachers should worry about his suicide as Pinual as
they were when he kept returning to the drink giant. Ender knows that they are being manipulated to develop a part of himself that he hates, and he would rather live a peaceful life or even die in obscurity rather than kill mercilessly. However, Ender must be reminded that while he has some of Peter in him, it is also
Valentine's personality inside him that makes him as valuable as possible to the teachers. Teachers. ender's game chapter 7 questions and answers. ender's game chapter 7 quotes. ender's game chapter 7 audiobook. ender's game chapter 7-9 quiz. ender's game chapter 7 pdf. ender's game chapter 7 audio. ender's
game chapter 7 vocabulary. ender's game chapter 7 quiz
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